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Abstract
The adoption of the Lisbon Strategy (2000) and of the European Reference Framework on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning (2006) launched a competence-based approach in the EU member states education systems. During the last decade the concept of competence greatly influenced the education policy, school curricula and assessment models. The competence approach serves as an Europeanisation tool harmonising the education systems in order to raise their quality and, thus, to make the EU economy competent in the world. The Ukrainian education is under great influence of pan-European tendencies and policies that results in its Europeanisation. The competence approach is one of the tools of this process at the level of school education. Ukraine has travelled long pass from the discussion and definition of competences to the selection and adoption at the nationwide level. Still, this process is accompanied by a number of challenges that make the European experiences significant for the Ukrainian education in the process of its integration into the European education space.
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1. Introduction

In 2000 the European Union (EU) adopted the development plan known as the Lisbon Strategy/Lisbon Agenda (2000). The goal was to make the EU the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable economic growth, better jobs and greater social cohesion by 2010. In the Chapter entitled “Education and Training for Living and Working in the Knowledge Society” it was proclaimed that “a European framework should define the new basic skills to be provided through lifelong learning as a key measure in Europe’s response to globalization and the shift to knowledge-based economies, and emphasized that people are Europe’s main asset” (Lisbon European Council 23 and 24 March 2000 Presidency Conclusions, 2000). In 2006 the European Parliament and Council adopted “The European Reference Framework on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning”, and recommended Member States to ensure that initial education and training offers all young people the means to master the key competences necessary for adult life (Recommendation of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 18 December 2006 on key competences for lifelong learning - 2006/962/EC).

The publication of the document officially launched the process of a competence approach implementation for education by the Member States. As indicated in the European Commission, EACEA, and the Eurydice Report “Developing Key Competences at School in Europe: Challenges and Opportunities for Policy” (2012), the majority of EU countries developed national strategies or put in place centrally coordinated initiatives to support the implementation of the competence approach. Ten years after the adoption of the European Reference Framework the EU took the decision to adjust the document to the new economic, social, and technological realities. The main goal is to intensify the further implementation of the competence-based approach in education by the Member States, as stated in the Consultation Strategy “Review of the 2006 Framework of Key Competences for Lifelong Learning” (2017, p. 8).

Education in Ukraine is under great influence of pan-European tendencies and policies promoting its integration into the European educational space. The competence approach is one of the tools of this process at the level of school education.

The aim of the article is to study the implementation of a competence-based school education in EU and its impact on Ukraine under the Europeanization process. The latter is accelerating after the signing the Association Agreement which took place between the European Union and Ukraine in 2014. The Agreement had finally confirmed the European vector of the Ukrainian education development and intensified its harmonisation with the European standards.

2. Conceptual framework

The hypothesis of the study is based on the concept of Europeanization and Europeanization of education in particular. An issue of education’s Europeanization is studied in depth in the works of many European scholars. In particular, in the book “Europeanizing Education: Governing a New Policy
Space” (2012), Martin Lawn and Sotiria Grek have characterized its essence from the standpoint of multidimensionality, which encompasses the development of:

- a new space of activities, thinking, politics by means of networks, associations, structures within the EU borders, strengthening the role of national actors in the design of this space through the interpenetration of political ideas, knowledge, data and practices;
- a common policy or educational space as a result of general regulation by the EU through the open method of coordination (Lawn, & Grek, 2012, pp. 8-9).

In their opinion, the Europeanization tools comprise setting common goals (strategic documents) for achievement, as well as the introduction of tools for measuring progress in this process (benchmarks, indicators, standards) in order to harmonize educational systems. Education and Training 2020 Program is named the strategic framework for Europeanisation of educational policies in the EU member states.

The European Reference Framework of Key Competences for Lifelong Learning (2006) plays an important role for Europeanization at the secondary education level.

For our study, the scholars’ findings on the Europeanisation impact beyond EU borders is important. S. Greck and M. Lawn write about Europeanization outside the EU in the context of the activities of international organizations. Marko La Rosa, specifying this impact, structures it into two groups:

- direct (in the format of policies), which comprises the implementation of programs, standards, tools (to measure their level of mastery), similar to those implemented in the EU;
- indirect (agents): the influence of institutions, students, teachers, non-governmental structures and best practices from the EU outside its borders; mobility and exchanges (La Rosa, 2017, p. 45).

Taking into consideration all the aforementioned information, we can argue that EU competence education model has a strong impact on education in Ukraine in the Europeanization context.
Theoretical methods have been used for this study. Analysis, synthesis, generalization, explanation made it possible to present the competence-based approach in the EU and in Ukraine. The method of comparison has given an opportunity to find the common in this process as well as to underline the specific. It should be noted that the comparison in the research has some limitations because two non-alignable objects are compared, i.e. the EU as a supranational entity, consisting of twenty-eight Member States and Ukraine as a single state. Therefore, the comparative analysis has been carried out at the level of education policy in order to present the strategic dimension of the competence-based education. The legislation and education strategic documents of the EU and of Ukraine as well as theoretical works of the European and Ukrainian scholars have been studied in the process of this research.

3. Competence-based approach in the EU education

It is recognised that the concept of “competence” has Greek and Latin roots. Wolfgang Brezinka traces his origin to the Greek αρετή, meaning in ancient Greek “superiority”, “virtue”, “skill”. Emphasizing the importance of “superiority” which is predominant at the initial stage, the scholar notes that in this sense the root of the word became the basis of a new “aristos” (“aristocratic”). Gradually, αρετή began to be used as meaning a relatively constant quality of a person valued by society (Smith, 2005).

Martin Mulder, Tanja Weigel and Kate Collins compare the concept of “competence” with the Greek ικανότης, which in Plato’s writings (in Lysis, 380 BC) used in the sense of the quality of personality to achieve something. Later, it appears in Latin in the form of “competens” interpreted as “ability”. In the 16th century the concept was already used in English, French and Dutch (Mulder, Weigel, & Collins, 2006).

According to Paul Hager, the evolution of the “competence” concept can be divided into the following conceptual stages:
- 1960s - 1970s: behavioural interpretation of the concept where competence is understood as a demonstration of activity;
• 1970s - 1990s: competencies are interpreted as general skills determining the nature of future activities or the implementation of certain actions;
• since the 1990s: competence has begun to be regarded as requiring both an element of performance as well as the possession of certain intellectual, moral and social qualities by an individual (Hager, 1998, p. 413).

The idea of the competence-based education is associated with Noam Chomsky and his theory of language introduced in the 1960s in the USA. The scientist has concluded that “performance” is the basic characteristic when constructing and verifying various competency theories (Zimnyaya, 2004, p.14).

However, the influence of behaviourism had a negative effect on the development of the idea of competence-based education in the United States (Biemans, Nieuwenhuis, Poell, Mulder, & Wesselink, 2017, p. 2).

In Europe, starting with the 1970s, another model was introduced. It is grounded on a constructivist theory, according to which individuals construct their reality based on the environment which interacts with them. Contrary to the behavioural concept of “stimulus – reaction”, constructivism considers learning as a process of reorganizing existing information by an individual for integration and building new cognitive structures. The purpose of education in this context is to create conditions for the pupils’ interpretation of environment in the process of his/her interaction with the latter in order to construct his/her own model of knowledge. Competences are viewed as tools for achieving this.

The lengthy discussions have made it possible to distinguish the following four basic characteristics of a competence:
• context is necessary for the demonstration of a competence;
• competence is always a result; it is a characteristic of what an individual can do, rather than the description of the process during which the individual acquires this competence;
• clearly defined standards are required to measure the individual’s ability to do something;
• competence is a measure of what an individual can do at a given time (Smith, 2005).
The definition of the essential characteristics of competencies made it possible to move to their classification. A significant contribution has been made in this matter by the leading international organizations: Council of Europe, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), EU, etc.

For instance, in 1996 in the report “Key competencies in Europe” delivered by Walo Hutmacher, the Council of Europe presented a list of key competencies structured in five groups, including:

- political and social competences (ability to take responsibility, resolve conflicts peacefully, participate in building a democratic society);
- competences related to life in a multicultural society (the ability to recognize and accept differences, to respect others, to coexist with representatives of other cultures, languages and religions);
- competences in the area of oral and written communication, including knowledge of more than one language;
- competences related to the development of the information society (use of technologies, understanding possibilities and ways of their application, ability to critically perceive the information disseminated by media, ability to learn (Key competencies in Europe, p.11).

Within the “Definition and Selection of Competencies – DESECO” Project, initiated in 1997 by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the following categorical scheme comprising three categories was developed:

- “To use tools interactively” includes the competences: to use the language, symbols and texts in interaction; use knowledge and information in interaction, use technology in interaction;
- “To interact in heterogeneous groups” is to build relationships with others; work in a team, to resolve conflicts;
- “To act autonomously” – to act in a large dimension (taking into account the norms of society, understanding the consequences); develop and implement life plans and personal projects; protect rights, interests and needs (Definition and Selection of Competencies, 2003).

In 2006, the EU approved a European Reference Framework of Key Competences for Lifelong Learning comprising eight key competences, i.e.
communication in the mother tongue; communication in foreign languages; mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology; digital competence; learning to learn; social and civic competences; sense of initiative and entrepreneurship; cultural awareness and expression (European Reference Framework of Key Competences for Lifelong Learning, 2006, p. 3).

This resulted in the reforms in the EU member states to bring education more closely in line with the “key competence” approach. As indicated in the European Commission and EURYIDICE report “Developing Key Competences and School in Europe: Challenges and Opportunities for Policy” (2012) the EU countries recognize the importance of foundation skills for employment, social inclusion and further learning. Consequently, they actively implement the competence-based education in the aspects of national strategies adoption, shifting curricula to the learning outcomes approach, finding relevant models to assess the students’ key competences.

In 2017 international organizations indicated progress in implementing competence-based education in Romania. OECD reports that the curriculum framework for primary and secondary education published in December 2015 sets competency-based learning as a key principle and defines eight main categories of competencies in line with the key competencies for lifelong learning set out in the EU 2006 Reference Framework. This work is led by the IES, who has developed the overall framework for the new curriculum and are coordinating the development of the new curriculum for each grade and domain (Kitchen et al., 2017, p. 49). The European Commission underlines that following the implementation of a competence-based curriculum for primary education, Romania has started phasing in a new curriculum for lower secondary education (with 5th grade in the current school year). A modernization of the curriculum for upper secondary education is planned as well, to train teachers to teach the modernized curriculum (Education and Training Monitor 2017: Romania, 2017, p. 7).

A great number of initiatives in many EU countries aiming at supporting the use of the Reference Framework is indicated within the KeyCoNet, a European policy network. However, in the “Review of the 2006 Framework of Key Competences for Lifelong Learning” (2017) it is stated that a large
share of the EU population currently lacks a sufficient level of basic and
digital skills to be employable and take part in social life. The EU benchmark
that fewer than 15% of 15-year-olds should be under-skilled in reading,
mathematics and science by 2020 has not yet been reached. Actually, the
latest 2015 PISA data show that the EU as a whole is seriously lagging
behind in all three domains and has taken a step backward. Finally, 40% of
employers report difficulties in finding candidates with the right skills, many
of them stressing a lack of transversal skills among job applicants (p. 8).

The update of the “2006 Reference Framework” is aimed at better supporting
the education and training systems for development of competence-based
education as well as increasing in the number of people equipped with key
competences. Through the “Council Recommendation on Key Competences
for Lifelong Learning” (January 17, 2018), the European Commission
proposed the updated set of key competences necessary for employability,
personal fulfilment, active citizenship and social inclusion – literacy
competence; languages competence; mathematical competence and
competence in science, technology and engineering and; digital competence;
personal, social and learning competence; civic competence; entrepreneurship
competence; cultural awareness and expression competence (Annex to the
Proposal, p. 2).

Therefore, the introduction of the competence-based education in the EU is
characterized by:
• consistency – it has been in place for more than 10 years, covering all
  levels, i.e. EU level, national levels, levels of educational institutions,
  public;
• integrity – a competency-based education strategy is part of the overall
  EU knowledge-building strategy and integrated into all key educational
  policy-making documents. It is a part of the New Skills Agenda for Europe,
  it is linked to ET 2020, the Copenhagen process on vocational education
  and training (VET), European Agenda for Adult Learning and the Agenda
  for the Modernisation of Europe’s Higher Education Systems. It also
  relates to the European Pillar of Social Rights stressing the role of
  education in enabling citizens to take full part in the labour market and
  society (Review, p. 7);
• openness – is constantly upgraded to meet the challenges of the economy and European societies.

4. European dimension of the competence approach in the Ukrainian education

The European competence approach has a great influence on the Ukrainian education. In fact, it has caused the shift of the knowledge paradigm (dominated in the Soviet education) to the pupil-centred and results-oriented paradigm. Firstly, the discussion of a competence and competence-based education started within the UNDP in Ukraine projects “Education Innovation and Renewal for Improved Wellbeing and Poverty Reduction” (2002-2003) and “Education Policy and Peer Education” (2004). In the books “Reform Strategy for Education in Ukraine: Educational Policy Recommendations” (Chapter “Competences as a Key to Educational Content Renewal”) (2003) and “Competence-based Approach in the Modern Education: World Experience and the Ukrainian Prospects (Education Policy Library)” (2005) (published within the framework of these projects), the Ukrainian scholars Nadiya Bibik, Olena Lokshyna, Oksana Ovcharuk, Ludmyla Paraschenko, Olena Pometun, Oleksandra Savchenko, Svitlana Trubacheva, Lidiya Vaschenko and others under the umbrella of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine launched the process of discussion, definition and selection of competences for the Ukrainian education and school in particular. Basically, the “Definition and Selection of Competencies” Project’s list of competences was used as a basis to construct the national portfolio of key competences. However, it took time that the conceptual work done by the Ukrainian scholars became an integral part of the national educational policy and turned into practice. The 2006 European Reference Framework of Key Competences for Lifelong Learning played a crucial part for the definition of the key competences list at the national level and transformation of the national education on the competence basis – the new generation of the state standards – State Standard of the Primary General Secondary Education (2011) and State Standard of the Basic and Full General Secondary Education (2011) were competence-oriented. Firstly, at the national level an official list of competences was presented comprising: the civic, cultural, health saving,
ICT, communication, aesthetic, art, technology, social competences, although there was still discussion around the definition of the notions of key, meta-subject, subject competences. Challenges also comprised a gap between the declaration of a competence approach at the policy level and unreadiness of teachers to implement it in practice. Besides, slow transformation of textbooks into competence base can be named as a problem.

The final stage of harmonization of school education in Ukraine with European benchmarks in the aspect of competence-oriented education started with the adoption of the Concept of the Reform of Secondary Education “New Ukrainian School” (2016) proclaiming that new content of the new school will be based on competencies necessary for successful self-realization in the society (New Ukrainian School, p. 7).

The new Law of Ukraine “On Education” (2017) finally confirmed the European vector of the Ukrainian education development and the competence approach to the school education. The Law declares that the goal of the secondary education is a comprehensive development, upbringing and socialization of a person capable to live in a society and interact with nature, to have a desire for self-improvement and life-long learning, ready for conscious life choices and self-realization, responsibility, work activity and civic activity. The achievement of this goal is ensured through the formation of key competencies (Law of Ukraine “On Education” 2017). In the Law, the educational phenomenon of a competence combines knowledge and skills with other basic for today’s life characteristics of a personality. The interpretation of a competence in Ukraine is based on the EU vision (table no. 1).

The State Standard of Primary Education, approved by the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine as of February 21, 2018, No. 87, anchors competence orientation of the primary school. The aim of primary education is the comprehensive development of a child, his/her talents, abilities, competences and transversal skills in accordance with age, individual psycho-physiological characteristics and needs, formation of values, development of autonomy, creativity and curiosity as stated in the Standard (Postanovka Kabinetu Ministriv Ukrainy, 2018).
It should be underlined the almost full correlation of the list of key competence in Ukraine with the 2006 European Reference Framework.

### Table no. 1. Definition of competences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes appropriate to the context. Key competences are those, which all individuals need for personal fulfilment and development, active citizenship, social inclusion and employment.</td>
<td>A dynamic combination of knowledge, skills, ways of thinking, views, values, other personal qualities, which determines the ability of a person to successfully socialize, carry out professional and / or further educational activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table no. 2. List of key competences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication in the mother tongue Communication in foreign languages</td>
<td>Fluency in the state language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology</td>
<td>Mathematical competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital competence</td>
<td>Information and communication competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning to learn</td>
<td>Life-long learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and civic competences</td>
<td>Civil and social competences related to the ideas of democracy, justice, equality, human rights, well-being and a healthy lifestyle, with the awareness of equal rights and opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural awareness and expression</td>
<td>Cultural competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship</td>
<td>Entrepreneurship and financial literacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
So, the competence approach is identified as a priority at the legislative and strategic levels in Ukraine. This is evidenced by the concept “New Ukrainian School” (2016), the new Law “On Education” (2017), the State Standard of Primary Education (2018).

At the same time, there is no synchronization between the previously adopted and currently adopted legislative and strategic documents defining the educational policy in Ukraine in the aspects of competences. It is referred to competence definition as well as a list of key competencies that are to be harmonized.

A long-time gap between reforms in the EU and in Ukraine can be considered as a big challenge. In fact, in 2016 Ukraine started introducing the 2006 European Reference Framework. Accordingly, today, after the modernization of the EU Framework in 2018 the question arises about further modernizing the competence concept.

5. Challenges accompanying competence education implementation in EU and in Ukraine

The implementation of competence-based education is accompanied by many challenges. Large-scale discussions refer to a number of issues starting from the actual interpretation of the concept to the technologies of competence evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The following skills are proclaimed common for all competences: reading with understanding, ability to express own opinion orally and in writing, critical and systematic thinking, ability to logically justify a position, creativity, initiative, ability to constructively manage emotions, evaluate risks, make decisions, solve problems, ability to cooperate with other people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In particular, Ronald G. Sultana initiates a discussion on the influence of the context on the formation of a competence. The question arises, says the scientist, as to whether the competences are fixed formations and whether they change under the influence of the context. The answer to this has serious consequences for the learning process, which, in the case of changing competencies under the influence of the context, should be adapted to it (Sultana, 2009, p. 22).

Another issue raised by Ronald G. Sultana is the correlation between knowledge and skills in the very structure of a competence and is about finding the optimal balance between these components. The problem here is the recent emphasis on the performance component of a competence and levelling the cognitive one.

Discussions are also underway on the relation among the so-called general/key/meta-competencies and subject/narrow ones, especially in the sector of vocational education. It is found that in the case of paying more attention to the formation of general competencies during the study, the ability of individuals to work is increased, and with the emphasis on the formation of narrow professional ones, the quality of performance of professional duties is increased.

There is still the aspect of “learning” of competences which remains unanswered. This refers to whether all individuals are able to master the competences. Franz E. Weinert, in his turn, raises the question of the different nature of competences, for instance, the ability to learn, and the subject competence. Hence - problems in the development of the assessment system. Martin Mulder, Tanja Weigel and Kate Collins (2006), while summarizing critical comments from different countries, note that criticism in England still concentrated upon behavioural roots of the competences – in practice, the implementation of a competence approach is often reduced to assessing a pupil’s ability to demonstrate acquired skills in practice.

In Germany, the main criticism concerns, first, the weakening of the role of the knowledge component of a competence. Another problem is the underdevelopment of technologies to assess the mastering of a person’s competency.
There are also assessment challenges in France. In particular, in the professional training the assessment of competence mastering by individuals often occurs in the learning environment, which calls into question its validity for employers. In the Netherlands, as in Germany, the problem is considered to be the levelling of the significance of educational subjects and interdisciplinary subjects that play an important role not only in the formation of a knowledge component of competence, but also in the meta-characteristics of personality - the ability to learn, etc. (Mulder, Weigel, & Collins, 2006, pp. 18-19).

The scholars of the National Academy of Educational Sciences of Ukraine in the paper “National Report on the Status and Prospects for the Development of Education in Ukraine” (2016) underline the slow implementation of the competence approach in the Ukrainian education. They state that the competence approach has not been adequately reflected in curricula and textbooks, the relationship between key and subject competences needs to be further elaborated, as well as approaches to assessing the key and subject competences mastered by pupils (НаДоповідьПроСтанІПерспективРозвиткуОсвітиВУкраїні, p. 52).

### 6. Conclusion

The competence approach in education proclaimed by the European Community at the beginning of the 21st century as an instrument to prepare young citizens for life and work in a knowledge society and as a tool for countries to meet the challenges of globalization, has been widely accepted in Ukraine. The EU approach has a decisive impact on the formation of a national competency education concept in Ukraine.

The common features of the competence reform in the EU and in Ukraine are the introduction of a coherent strategy that is implemented at the highest level of educational policy, i.e. at the supranational level in the EU and at the national level in Ukraine.

Ukraine, like EU, proclaims a holistic approach to the introduction of competencies, i.e. it foresees the introduction of a full range of key
competences rather than focusing on specific ones.

On the other hand, the competence concept has not yet become an integral part of the lifelong system in Ukraine. The level of the competence concept introduction into the secondary, vocational, high, adult education is different both at the level of strategies and in practice. Also, efficient monitoring of the achievements and challenges of the competence education introduction in Ukraine is not present.
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